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74th Independence Day celebrated With 

joy in office premises of CORE 
STAFFREPORTER 

PRAYAGRAJ: The 74th Independence Day was 

celebrated with joy in the office premises of the Cen- 

Lral Organisation for Railway Electrification, Prayagraj. 

Mr YP Singh General Manager/CORE hoisted the na- milestones during these tough times. We are deter- 

tional flag. A Colourfully turned out contingent of Rail- mined to touch new height of success by adopting glo-

way Protection Force presented guard of honour. The 

General Manager congratulated all the officers and Kilometer of track has already been electrified in this 

task of electrification of 4056 Route Kilometer has 

been given to CORE. The target given to us shows the 

immense trust on us in achieving new 
electrification 

bal best-practices in the industry. So far. 360 Route 

employees of the CORE. 

The general man 

ager said on the occa- 

sion. "We all know that 

entire world is facing 
Covid-19 pandemic and 

as a result there is a dis- 

year. 
Electrification of Katni-Satna has ensured unin- 

terrupted electric trac- 

tion facility from 
Mumbai to Howrah 

(Via Prayagraj). Also. 
of clectrification 

Bha g a lpur-| 
Shivnarayanpur has 
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tric route between 

Howrah and New Delhi 
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ruption in our life- 
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and even work-site man- 
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better than cure. We 

have to take all precau- 
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ommended guidelines 
to avoid spread of the Covid in our offices and home. I 

believe. just like arnmed forces and doctors, RE employ- rise OHE between Palanpur-Botad, which led to run- 

ces too are corona-warriors who are striving hard in ning of double stack container goods train with elec- 

these tough imes to achieve objective of railway elec trie engine for the first time in India". 

tri fication. 

Mumbai and New 

Jalpaiguri. Ahmadabad 

unit has ecently added 

a feather in the cap of CORE by commissioning high 

On this occasion, General Manager/CORE an- 

Railway Electrification is playing pivotal role in nounced awards to the departments for organising 

providing eco-friendly, faster and energy efficient mode function successfully. Thenational flag was also hoisted 

of transportation. Due to inherent benefits, Government at Triveni Vihar Railway Colony Ram Bagh Prayagraj 

of India has decided to clectrify all BG routes by 2023. and Railway electrification projects spread across In- 

Our endeavour for fulfilling the vision of our policy dia--Ambala, Ahmedabad, Chennai. Danapur. Jaipur, 

makers, has been earning laurels to this organisation. Lucknow., New Jalpaiguri, Bangalore and Secunderabad 

We have electrified 2606 Route Kilometer track dur and the Independence Day message of General Man- 

ing the year 2019-20. In this current year, a challenging ager, CORE was read. 
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CORE GM unfurls national flag 
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Central Organisation for RE employres too are corona 
Railway Electrification, 
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Creneral Manager congratulat energy efficient mode ot trans 
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ees of the CORE. 

The target given to us 
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adopting global best. practices Manager/CORE announced 

Railway Electrification is in the industry. So far. 360 awards to the departments for 

Route Kilometre of track has organising 
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year. Electrification of Katni 
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ing eco-friendly, faster and The national flag was also 
hoisted at Triveni Vihar 

portation. Due to inherent 

benefits, Government of India rupted electric traction facili Railway Colony Ram Bagh 

The General NManagerT said has decided to electrify all BG ty from Mumbai to Howrah Prayagraj and Railway electri 

on the occasion, We all know 

that entire world is facing for fulfilling the vision of our 

COVID-19 pandemic and as a 

result there is a disruption in ing laurels to this organisation. 
our life-style, our work-culture 

and even work-site manage- 

ment. Prevention is better than year 2019-20. 

cure. We have to take all pre- 

fication projects spread across 

(via Prayagraj). 
Also, electrification of India-Ambala, 

Ahmedabad. 

Bhagalpur-Shivnarayanpur 
has Chennai, Danapur, Jaipuar, 

opened alternate electric route Lucknow. New Jalpaiguri. 
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policy makers, has been earn- 
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Kilometre track during the 
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Delhi as well as between 
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